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Executive Summary

More companies have deployed virtual workspaces than at any previous time 
in the information age.1  Even so, the move toward virtual workspaces is in the 
early stages. Within just a few years, the VDI market is forecast to surpass the 
$10 billion mark — an explosive rate of growth that will nearly triple the VDI 
market size from 2017.2  The motivation for this surge toward virtual workspaces 
is simple: Virtual workspaces enhance worker productivity and can substantially 
lower compute costs for businesses while improving security of information and 
users details.

But in spite of the potential benefits of virtual workspaces, some organizations 
have struggled to efficiently and cost-effectively deploy and manage them. 
Barriers to realizing the full range of benefits offered by virtual workspaces 
typically include the lack of automation, and the inability to effectively manage 
multiple environments. This white paper discusses how these challenges have 
eroded the user experience with virtual workstations, how they have challenged 
IT administrators, and how they have negatively impacted Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) for many organizations.

The paper also suggests a simple means of eliminating these barriers to 
capitalizing upon the full potential of virtual workspaces. This paper illustrates 
how Flexxible IT partners with Citrix virtual apps and desktops to make the 
delivery and management of virtual workspaces easier and more efficient. 

_____________
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As Information Age recently noted, “Virtual workspaces are helping to make 
expensive computing a thing of the past.”3  In addition to reducing costs, the 
implementation of virtual workspaces can improve employee productivity by 
providing a superior user experience while enabling the mobility that today’s 
workers desire and require. Slashing the operational costs of computing and 
providing a superior user experience are sparking a boom in the transition to 
virtual workspace technology. 

Unfortunately, many organizations that have made the transition have found 
themselves falling short of the full promise of virtual workspaces. Typically, the 
problems that prevent organizations from maximizing the potential revolve 
around four pitfalls of VDI implementation and management:

1. Poor User Experience: Virtual workspace users frequently encounter 
performance-impacting issues such as long login times and slow 
application and desktop performance.

2. Tedium: Much of IT’s time is siphoned away in repetitively performing 
large, manual tasks, which ultimately reduces the production potential of 
the IT department.

3. Cost: The desire to trim the operational costs of computing is typically a 
driving factor in the decision to implement a virtual workspace solution. 
All too often, however, the goal of reducing costs proves to be elusive. 
Virtual workspaces may not save money as intended due to the high 
infrastructure costs that often stem from inefficient or proprietary 
storage requirements.

4. Scalability: Multiple environment management is often complex and 
difficult. Scaling a virtual workspace implementation to meet the growing 
demands of an organization often proves troublesome and expensive.
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Features to Look for in a Solution

The problems above are not inherent and unavoidable with virtual workspace 
implementations. Organizations that exercise care in evaluating and selecting virtual 
workspace solutions can prevent the occurrence of all of these common problems. 

Any solution should provide each of the following features:

A Proven Deployment Methodology for Citrix Cloud Delivery: The solution 
should be purpose-designed for VDI with Citrix Cloud, with a deployment 
methodology that has been real-world proven to be fast, efficient and simple. 
It should also align with Citrix hypervisor technology to ensure full stack 
compatibility.

Automation of Workspace Delivery: Much of the deployment process should 
be automated, which provides the twin benefits of reducing the stress upon 
the IT department while slashing the risk of introducing human error. Ideally, 
automation should extend to plug-and-play scalability, ensuring that future 
expansions may be completed with ease and without significant disruption to 
daily operations.

Storage Agnostic: Operational costs can be significantly reduced by choosing 
a solution that offers a broad range of flexibility in storage requirements, 
especially when the solution permits the use of existing network storage 
resources. The ability to use existing network storage maximizes the ROI of 
investments already made in storage capabilities. Being storage agnostic also 
reduces the total cost of virtual workspace implementation.

Multi-Tenancy Support: The solution should enable the easy management of 
complex multi-tenancy implementation through a single-pane-of-glass interface.
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Introducing Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance 
for Citrix Cloud

The Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance for Citrix Cloud provides all of the 
features noted above as must-haves for virtual workspace implementations. The 
solution includes a multi-tenancy, multi-environment cloud console that enables 
organizations to fully manage and monitor virtual workspace deployments.

Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance empowers IT administrators to schedule 
and manage updates at any level from a single pane of glass. Offering virtually 
unlimited scalability, the solution extends Citrix Studio capabilities in supporting 
multiple global locations.

The specific advantages offered by the Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance 
reflect all of the must-have features noted above, including:

• Reduced Complexity: Provides a flexible, automated technology for 
deployment and management. All the layers of the the infrastructure 
(Hypervisor, Citrix, OS and Applications) can be managed centrally from 
one console. A customizable and responsive web panel consolidates 
and simplifies management, providing the ability to easily oversee 
complex multi-tenancy and multi-network implementations. This ease of 
management extends to multi-domain and multi-layer platforms.

• Automation: Provides a systematic, automated approach to delivering 
virtual workspaces. The fully automated deployment enables unattended 
XenServer installation with automatic Citrix Cloud resource location creation 
and Citrix Cloud connectors deployment. Automation capabilities extend 
to future updates of the solution. This approach relieves IT of the manual 
tasks traditionally involved with delivering virtual workspaces, reducing the 
IT team’s workload and increasing their productivity. As a hyperconverged 
turnkey appliance, automation enables the Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces 
Appliance to be deployed and ready for use in a maximum of two hours.
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• Lower Costs: In spite of the advantages offered, many small- to 
medium-size enterprises cannot implement cloud VDI due to 
budget restraints. The need to configure, manage and maintain the 
solution raises TCO to unacceptable levels for many organizations. 
Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance for Citrix Cloud makes the benefits 
of virtual workspaces accessible to enterprises of all sizes by keeping 
project costs under control with a preconfigured, automated solution that 
completely eliminates the need for specialized personnel.

• Storage Agnostic Capabilities: Storage for a virtual workspace 
implementation can be managed in a number of ways, but the 
Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance enables a simplified approach to 
storage by offering two primary options:

1. Integrated all-flash storage

2. Existing network storage

The storage-agnostic approach enabled by Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces 
Appliance provides the benefits of all-flash storage while simultaneously 
protecting existing investments in storage. The net result is a substantial 
reduction in storage related costs, further reducing TCO. The storage 
flexibility offered by Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance can also be 
a boon when the time comes to scale the implementation, permitting 
organizations to leverage their existing storage infrastructures in 
accommodating the expansion.

• Superior User Experience: Enables organizations to deliver a true 
in-office experience to any user, working from any location, using any 
device. Users access data and applications as if they were working 
in the office. The Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance enhances IT 
administrators’ ability to monitor the performance and availability of the 
virtual workspace infrastructure and applications. 
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The integrated monitoring and alerting capabilities incorporated in the 
Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance assure that administrators will 
be able to proactively manage the environment against predetermined 
service levels, constantly guarding against any potential degradation of 
the user experience.

• Multi-Tenancy: The Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance extends Citrix 
Studio capabilities in supporting multiple global locations. And the fast, 
simplified implementation process enabled by the solution extends to 
multi-tenant environments.

The Flexxible IT Technology Enhances Three Citrix Cloud 
Architecture Layers

Citrix Cloud deployments are typically segmented into multiple management 
layers. Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance enhances the following three of 
the Citrix Cloud architecture layers:   
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1. Control Layer: The Citrix Cloud control layer serves to create a singular, 
unified platform upon which all user layers (users, access, resources) 
are built. The control layer includes components that support the 
resource location, such as Cloud Connectors, AD Controllers and the 
Flexxible|Connectors. The Flexxible IT component gathers the available data 
and routes to the multi-tenant console through an encrypted connection.

2. Compute Layer: The Citrix Cloud compute layer serves to support each 
resource location, including those hosted on premises. Flexxible IT enhances 
the compute layer with pre-sized hardware for the customer’s specific 
workload, powered by the Citrix proprietary (XenServer) Hypervisor and 
enhanced with automation technology. 

3. Management Plane: The Citrix Cloud control plane orchestrates and 
aggregates services within each resource location. The control plane 
communicates with multiple resource locations in providing a single pane of 
management. Flexxible IT’s unique multi-tenant technology builds upon the 
Citrix Cloud control plane by providing a single management console view of all 
environments. This feature provides real-time data on the entire infrastructure 
usage. Deployments are fully automated with Smart Update capabilities.
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A Powerful Combination That Delivers Upon the Full 
Potential of Virtual Workspaces

If your organization is considering a move to a Citrix Cloud model for simplifying 
the delivery of workspaces to your business, be sure to consider the combined 
power of Citrix and Flexxible IT. Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance for Citrix 
Cloud is a Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI) Appliance that delivers ready-
to-use virtual workspaces. 

The solution from Flexxible IT offers a range of unique benefits that include: 

• Implementation of the entire infrastructure in less than a single day

• Reduced costs and simplified management that eliminates the need for 
specialized IT personnel

• Faster provisioning and faster support of support requests

• Improved security and user performance 

Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance for Citrix Cloud fulfills many sector-
specific needs for most verticals. A few examples include:

• Finance and Insurance: Enterprises within this industry vertical typically 
require at least two data centers (two or three is rapidly becoming the 
norm). There’s also a heightened need for a safe environment, and for 
a consistent high availability of critical applications — all supported by 
Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance.

• Public Sector: Perhaps more than any other vertical, the public sector 
requires and benefits from the mobility that virtual workspace solutions 
provide. Flexxible IT’s Citrix-based infrastructure perfectly supports that 
growing need for mobility.

• Education: A key driver in the education sector is the incessant need 
for improving quality. The automation and simplified management — 
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and the accompanying reduction in human error — makes Flexxible IT 
the perfect partner for implementing virtual workspaces in educational 
institutions at all levels. These unique benefits also help educational 
institutions make the most of often limited budgetary resources.

• Manufacturing: The powerful, robust workstations typically required 
in a manufacturing environment are easily deployed and managed with 
Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance. 

• Healthcare: The overarching concerns for virtual workspace solutions 
deployed by modern healthcare organizations are reliability and 
security. The Flexxible IT and Citrix partnership provides a virtualization 
infrastructure that is reliable, secure, and always available. Flexxible 
IT’s unique look-ahead monitoring tool warns of potential issues before 
they occur — a crucial benefit that supports the always-available 
requirement of solutions deployed by healthcare organizations. And 
Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces Appliance offers complete protection of 
confidential patient data while enabling patient data access anytime, from 
anywhere, and from any device. 

A partner in the Citrix Ready HCI Workspace Appliance program, the Flexxible 
IT solution includes multi-tenant and multi-environment cloud console 
management, automated deployment and simple scaling — for enterprises of all 
sizes, and in all industry verticals.

To learn more about the benefits of teaming Citrix Cloud with 
Flexxible|SmartWorkspaces, contact Citrix and Flexxible IT today.

1 https://info.loginvsi.com/acton/attachment/25205/f-0121/1/-/-/-/-/State%20of%20the%20VDI%20and%20SBC%20Survey%20
2017%20Edition%20v2.1.pdf?sid=TV2:g4MGwTlJe
2 http://electronics360.globalspec.com/article/10496/vdi-market-to-hit-10b
3 http://www.information-age.com/virtual-workspaces-helping-make-expensive-computing-thing-past-123467971/

https://www.citrix.com/contact/
https://www.flexxible.com/contact-flexxible-it/
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About Citrix Ready

Citrix Ready identifies recommended solutions that are trusted to enhance the Citrix Delivery Center 

infrastructure. All products featured in Citrix Ready have completed verification testing, thereby providing 

confidence in joint solution compatibility. Leveraging its industry-leading alliances and partner ecosystem, 

Citrix Ready showcases select trusted solutions designed to meet a variety of business needs. Through the 

online catalog and Citrix Ready branding program, you can easily find and build a trusted infrastructure. 

Citrix Ready not only demonstrates current mutual product compatibility, but through continued industry 

relationships also ensures future interoperability. Learn more at citrixready.citrix.com.

About Flexxible IT

Since 2002, Flexxible IT has been the only industrialized solution for virtual workspaces, leveraging 

proprietary technologies and Citrix Systems solutions to create hyper-converged appliances that allow 

enterprise users to focus on growing their businesses rather than IT. Our turnkey enterprise computing 

solutions supported more than 300,000 users in 2017. More at www.flexxible.com.

http://citrixready.citrix.com
http://www.flexxible.com
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